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MINNLP in its current version is a good example of how computer software
evolves over time. This program has a long history of modifications beginning
from the word of Foster andWeyrick at New Hampshire published in 1968. As the
below list of references will further indicate, var~ous modifications to this
work have occurred since then. A parallel development of the computer software
package FMGTLP also provided useful ideas associated with how to present the ‘
output and manipulate the data. Both of these programs provide the user with
easy to use input options and well labeled output in a more understandable form
than most general purpose packages. While the current versions have been
developed to operate on Control Data Corporation Cyber hardware, they are work-
able on machines with smaller word size as well. In fact, a BASIC language
version of MINNLP exists for use.on micro/mini-computers.
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The code MINNLP, or Minnesota Linear Programming, is an interactive
linear programming algorlthm which is efficient in the use of computer
storage space and computational time. It is also easy to use and contains
matrix modification options.
A. Identification
1. Title: MINNLP - Compact Linear Programming
2. Programmer: Earl I. Fuller*
3. Programming Language: MNF Fortran
4. Date: December 18, 1980
B. Uses And Limits
Management linear programnnng generates LP solutions (output) which,
when accompanied by a set of footnotes, becomes management reports understand-
able to laymen. The tables of output provide headings that give a summariza-
tion of the obtained solution. The output includes the original prices of
conunodities,the original levels of resources, the optimum level of produc-
tion of the enterprises selected, the limltmg resources and their marginal
value, the non-limiting resources and their slack amounts, and the enter-
prises not m the plan and their opportunity cost. Output also includes
price and resource stability information.
The present form of MINNLP will not do quadratic programming, but
does contain a special option that allows the user to do resource mapping.
c. Environment
1. Hardware - CDC - CYBER time-share system.
2. Software - Code is compiled and run under NOS monitors. It
presently requires a 52K field length to load. MINNLP is dimensioned
for a 77 x 111 matrix (excluding slack vectors).
* With help from a number of others over the years--lncludlng Eugene Haley,
Jim Kelly, Dale Nordqu~st, Tony Groble, Dave Maloney and Mark Klrchhoff.
A contribution to Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station project 14-036,
Management Information Systems for Farm Firms.-2-
BUILDING A MATRIX
A. General Matrix
It is easiest to understand this algorithm by perceiving the complete
tableau as represented by one matrix. This matrix has as its Nth (last)
column the right hand side specification or resource limits. It has as its
Mth (last) row the values of the objective function or the gross margins
from the activities. This algorithm does not use slack columns. Therefore,
slack resources are implicitly priced at zero.
B. Mathematical Statement
A mathematical statement of the algorithm.
1. Maximize ~=Y (qj)”(xj)
J=1
Where: ~isthefinal gross margin or profit
Xj is the level at which the activity is utilized
~j is the gross margin returns for the enterprise, i.e.
is equal to C. as frequently denoted in L.P. modeling
J
N1 is the last activity. N is the last column in the
matrix (N = N1 + 1)
So, the objective 1s to maximize the sum of the returns times
the levels of all of the enterprises.





is the level the resource is limited to, i.e. is equal to
biorthe RHS as frequently denoted in L.P. modellng
Xj is the level at which an activity 1s utilized
A=3 is how much resource is used by the activity
N1 is the number of real activities. N is the last column
m the matrix (N = N1 + 1)
Ml is the number of resource constraints (M = Ml + 1)-3-
Thus, the objective function value is limited by the sum of the uses
of resources which must be less than or equal to the amount of resource
available.
And, all X. ~ O for j=l to N1
J
all AIN 2 0 for i=l to Ml
All activity levels must be at zero or positive levels (i.e. you can’t
produce negative amounts) and feasible solutions must force zero or positive
levels of constraint
out”) .
c. A Sample Matrix
levels (i.e. all negative RHS values must be “forced
The example problem in words - Suppose
feed grinding and mixing plant. You have a
as Indicated below. Your feed grinder will
that you are the operator of a
set of buildings and equipment
grind 120 tons of feed per day.
Your mixer will mix 100 tons of feed per day. You
employees who work 8 hours per day. They are each
hours at an overtime rate of $3 per hour. You can
hour If you want to; while it would only cost you
one-half as efficient as the full-time workers.
have four full-time
willlng to work 2 extra
hire extra labor by the
$2 an hour, they are only
Your choices are (a) to grind feed for farmers which will contribute
to overhead $2 per ton ground (over cash operating costs) or (b) you can mlx
and grind feed for farmers with a contribution over cash operating costs of
$3 per ton. But, you will not mix feed unless you have ground it in your
own mill. In addit~on, you can grind , mix and sell three kinds of mixed
feeds. Feed A gives you $4 per ton on the same basis; Feed B, $8; and
Feed C, $12.50. Hours of labor required per ton for the various alternatives
are as follows: grinding alone - .2; grinding and mixing - .3; grinding,
mixing and preparing for sale of Feed A - .5, Feed B - .6, Feed C - .7. These



























































D. Notes About The Matrix
1. The columns are the activities. The last activity (hire extra labor)
is the N1 column. The last column is the right-hand side or the N
column. RHS value is an All{ (I.e. AIN = 120; A2N = 100; A3N = 32, etc.)
Each column has a label and a measurement unit.
2. The rows are the resources. The last resource (Feed C - control)
is the Ml row. The last row is the objective or return over cost or
the M row. ‘ach return is an%j orcj ““e” %ll=cl=$l’800;
q2=c2= $300). All rows are valued at zero.
3. The body of the matrix indicates how much resource is used or
supplied by each activity. Each coefficient is an A... A..’s that
lJ 1-J
are zero need not be entered.
4. Positive Cj’s indicate positive returns over costs. Negative
Cj’s indicate negative returns over costs (usually purchase activities or
intermediate products such as crops that are fed). Positive RHS’S indicate
a maximum specification of the constraint level while a negative RHS value
indicates a minimum specification of the constraint level (usually a con-
tract requirement). ‘ositive ‘ij
‘s indicate that the activity “takes from”
the resource. Negative A
ij
‘s indicate that the activity “gives to” the resource.
CREATING AND USING A DATA FILE WITH MINNLP
A. Input Format
The input procedures for MINNLP follow the same rules as the batch
processing code FMGTLP with some minor but important exceptions.
These exceptions are:
1. Single blank spaces are sufficient to separate variables in the
read list, i.e. exact column location is not important as it is on cards.~~
2. There must be at least as many variables in a line or record as items
in the read list, i.e. blanks are not read as variables in the list.
3. Each line must begin with a sequence number. These numbers must be
in ascending order.
?(
The formatted input used in FMGTLP (1970 version).-6-
4, Alphanumeric computer words to label the problem, its resources, and
constraints consist of eight or less characters in sequence in a line.
Asterisks may be used to combine shorter words to make a single computer
word to increase print readability and capacity.
Terminology Used
(CR) = carriage return
@ = zero
~ = space, note: a space can be used instead of a comma and vice versa.
Step 1 - Assuming you are already logged on to the computer, the following
procedure should be used:
To create a new data file, type: NEW, file name (CR)
The file name is the name of the data file you wish to create. The file
name can be any name of seven or fewer characters.
Step 2 - Type the word AUTO (CR)
Typing the word AUTO will have the computer print line numbers auto-
matically starting with 100 and increasing by intervals of 10, for each new line.
This will save you time since you won’t have to retype line numbers for
each line.
Step 3 - Type: o, 1, @ (CR)
This tells the computer that the label and parameters of a new problem
is the next information to be read.
Step 4 - Type in a label or identification line of up to 72 characters to
describe the problematic situation.
Type: identification line (CR)
Remember to include the objective, time span, title and any other useful
information in the identification line.
Step 5 - Type the number of constraints in the plan or tableau, the number 1,
and the number of activities considered in the plan or tableau.
Type: # rows, 1, # columns (CR)
Step 6 - Type: 0, 2, @ (CR)
Remember, a comma or a blank space can be used interchangeably or together,
This step tells the computer that some A
ij
values will follow next.-7-
Step 7 - Type in a row locatlon, column location, and A
ij value set per line,
for each nonzero A,. value in the data set.
13
Format Required for Step 7
Row # Column # ‘ij
Value
1 2 1 (CR)
5 4 1 (CR)
Reminder - be sure to leave at least one blank space,or comma,between each value.
.2E2._5- Once all the A values
Ij
This tells the computer that the
Step 9 - Type in each row number
RHS value in the tableau. A RHS
have been typed in, type: o, 3, @ (CR).
RHS values will follow.
and RHS value set per line for each nonzero
value equal to @ does not need to be typed in.
Format Required for Step 9
Row # Row # RHS Value — —
1 1 120 (CR)
2 2 100 (CR)
Reminder - be sure to leave one blank space, or comma, between each value.
Step 10 - When all RHS values have been typed in, type: @, 4, @ (CR).
This tells the computer to now read the C, -
J
pr~ce/costs and column labels for
each activity. (Remember that A values = Cj values.)
Mj
Step 11 - Type in the C<- price/cost values and column labels for each
J
activity, one set per line.
Enter the Cj values and labels for
format shown below.
The column labels are divided into
These three fields must be separated by
Column # Column # C.-Price/Cost
1 1 2
2 2 3
every column in the tableau, in the
three fields of eight characters.
a blank space or comma.




CUSTOM GRINDFD TONS (CR)
MIXGRIND FEED TONS (CR). .
-8-
Reminder: (1) each eight character field may contain up to eight alpha-
numeric characters; (2) each label or character field must be separated by a
blank space or a comma; (3) an asterisk may be used to connect two words to
fit into the eight alphanumeric character spaces; when the data file is
printed, the asterisk won’t be printed in the output.
Step 12 - When all of the Cj values and labels have been typed in, type:
~, 5, ~, X, X, X (CR). This tells the computer to now read the row labels of
each constraint listed in the tableau. The three X’s must be typed after
the @, 5, 0, since the computer is reading these fields and a value must be
placed in each field. Failure to do so will result in an error message when
the data file is called by the LP program.
Step 13 - Type in the constraint row labels shown below. The row labels
are divided into three fields of eight characters. These three fields must
be separated by a blank space or a comma.
First 8 Second 8 Third 8
Character Character Character
Field Field Field
Row# Row # Must Be A Zero 9 Label Label Label
——
1 1 !3 MAXGRND CAPACITY TONS (CR)
2 2 0 MAXMIXR CAPACITY TONS (CR)
Reminder: (1) no price/cost values on rows are allowed, a 0 must be
typed; (2) each eight character field may contain up to eight alphanumeric
characters; (3) each label or character field must
space or comma; and (4) an asterisk may be used to
into the eight alphanumeric character spaces; when
the asterisk won’t be printed in the output.
be separated by a blank
connect two words to fit
the data file is printed,
Step 14 - When all of the row labels have been typed in, type: 1?,6, 0,
X, X, X, (CR). Remember, the three X’s must be typed following the d, 6, @
since the computer is reading these three fields, a value must be typed in
each field, or an error message will result when the data file is called by
the LP pIogram.
Typing 0, 6, @ tells the computer that all of the data for the tableau
has been typed m, and to now solve the problem.-9-
Step 15 - After the 0, 6, 0, X, X, X line has been typed, press the escape (ESC)
button located on the computer terminal. This will stop the computer from
printing a line number each time the carriage return is pressed.
Step 16 - Type: SAVE (CR)
When the computer responds with READY, your file M a permanent (old)
file stored in your user number.
Reminder - you must save the new file that you have just created. Later
you will need to recall your data file. In order to do this your data file
must be a permanent (old) file.
Note - the order of control values [0, 2, 01 [0, 3,01 [0, 4 01
[~, 5, 01 and their associated sets of data IS actually unimportant to the
computer. The reading routines w1ll adjust to any order. The suggested
order is simply the logical one.
B. Correcting The Data File
1. While Inputting data
If two line numbers of the
entered, the last line entered
calculations. To make changes
same value and their associated data are
is the one finally stored and used in
(or correct mistakes) in your data file
as you are typing in data, simply press the escape key on the terminal.
Type in the line number of the line you wish to correct. Leave one
blank space then enter the data desired, as previously explained. Type
AUTO, comma, and the line number of the next data line you wish to type.
Now, the computer will continue supplying llne numbers as before.
2. After the data file 1s created
To make changes in a file that IS already saved (permanent), retype the
line or use the XEDIT procedures and, when changes have been made, type
REP (replace). This will make the desired changes a part of your
permanent data file. Type: REP (CR).
c. Sample Data File
To illustrate the proper format your data file should follow, an
unformatted data listing with the elevator problem is shown below.-1o-
Listing Of The Unformatted Data File
sentence number
/
tells computer the ID sentence and parameters ID




00100 0 1 0
00110 lBfi VERSION ELEVATOR PROBLEil;llIIXIi’lIZING PROFITS 1 DAY lItlEPERIOD
first value tells number of rows in tableau
~~~~=tells computer that .,, values follow
third value tells number of columns in tableau
00150 3 1 .2
00160 1 2 1
00170 2 2 1
00180 3 2 .3
00190 1 3 1
00200 2 3 1
00210 3 3 ,5
:Mlil++=row n~bers
00240 2 4 1
k
00250 3 4 .&
()()240 5 4 1 olumn numbers
00270 1 5 1





00310 3 6 -1
00320 4 6 1
00330 3 7 -.5
00340 o~~-r=d MS values
00350 1 1 120
00360 2 2 100
00370 3 3 32
\
RHS values
00380 4 4 8
00390 5 5 15
read C -price/costs and column labels
!iIii!k,’%!!!i:labels
ill print a blank space for each asterisk
00430 3 3 4 PREP&SEL FEED*A TONS
00440 4 4 8 PltEPi?SEL FEED*B TONS
00450 5 5 12.5 PREP8SEL FEEII*CTON
00460 6 6 -3 HIRE OUERTIilE HOURS 1
00470 7 7 -2 HIRE EXTRA*LE HOURS )
00480 O@O~ read row labels
00490 1 1 oMtrGri ND CAP
00!5002 2 0 liAX*ilIXR CAPACITY TON
00510 3 3 0 AVAIL. LABOR HOURS
00520 4 4 0 tiAXOUERTIilEHOURS } row labels Dummy data to fill
00530 5 5 0 FEED*FJCONTROL 10NS
read list requirement
00540 6 6 0 FEED*C CONTROL TON
tells computer all data has been read in,
dlsu cdlls compucer co solve problem.-11-
USING THE PROGIL4M
A. Calling The Program




The computer will respond with a series of questions as shown below;
L.P. TEST VERSIOU 12/10/80C0WACT EARL FULLER 412-373-124S
UIMT IS YOUR NAME ? JOHN FARHER
UHA7 IS YOUR ABIJRESS? RURAL HIW.
Step 18 - Type in your name and address m the space provided after each
question mark. Generally you press the (CR) meaning no the question of
diverting output. A yes answer will divert your output into memory storage
and will allow you to have your output printed elsewhere. Assuming you have
pushed the (CR), the computer will respond:
DATIIFILE NilHE (Cl?= DATA IS COfiF’LETl:) ~ 1:1.EIJ
T
type in file name
1. Using An Unformatted Data File
Step 19 - Type in the name of your unformatted data file. In this case, the
file name ELEV is typed in.
Now press the (CR). The computer will respond:
OOI1O lllil VERS[(3tl ELEVATOR lPftLIBLEfi; MAXIM.IZI}4G F’ROFIT$ 1 llAYTIME F’EI?IUII
DATA FILE NOW flEAII IN-12-
If the proper identification sentence or label for your tableau is
listed, press the (CR).
If you typed in the wrong file name, an error report will result. You
must now go back to step 17 and start over.
Assuming the correct unformatted data file has been typed in, and no
additional files are to be called, press the (CR) when the computer again
responds:
MTA FILE NME (CR = DATA IS COHPLETE) ? ELEV
Since the data file is unformatted,the computer will respond with a
series of questions.
DO YOU UANT i’lINNLP MTRIX OUTPUT (CR = F?fGTLF’) ? YES
UANT TO CHANGE THE PROBLEtl IJISCRIPI’ION LINE (CR = NO) ? HO
NMIE OF LP FORHATEtI DATA FILE (CR = SKIP IT)
~ ELEVI
Step 20 - You will want to type yes if you wish to have llne numbers in your
formatted data file; if you type no or (CR), there will be no line numbers in
your formatted data file.
Step 21 - For the second question, type yes (CR), if you want to change the
identification sentence or label of your data file.
The computer will respond with a (?). Type the new identification
sentence or label and press (CR).
Type No or (CR) if you do not wish to change your label.
Step 22 - When the computer responds with the third question, the computer
is asking for a new name for your data file. Your original data file has
been reformattedby the computer so that your original data file can be read
by the computer and inserted into the LP program. The formatted file is a
new, permanent, separate data file, which must have its own unique file name.-13-
If you want to run your unformatted data file without creating a
permanent formatted data file, press the (CR) when the computer asks for the
name of the LP formatted data file. The formatted file just created by the
MINNLP program is only temporary and will be destroyed as soon as you stop
the MINNLP program, or call another data file.
2. Using Multiple Data Files
You may combine separate data files to create one new data file. To
illustrate this, a simple example is shown below.
Suppose we want to change the RHS value in the
available labor hours to 80 available labor hours.
data file like this:
?4EU,ELEV1A
:Aulo




ELEV1 data file from 32
Create and name a new
Now, call the MINNLP data file. The computer responds and you can type In
your name and address. Then answer yes or no to divert output, then type in
the name of the orlglnal formatted data file you have created.
L.P. TEST VER810N 11/10/80 CONTACT EARL FULLER 612-373-1145
MHAT IS YOUR NME ? JOHN FARHER
UHAT 19 YOUR ADDRESS? RURAL IIINN.
IJANTTO UIUEK’T THE MINNLP RESULTS (Cl?= N())
DATA FILE NAHE (CR = IIATAIS COMPLETE) 7 ELEVl
When the computer responds:
1 IBM 3100 VERSION ELVATOR PROBLEH; flAX.IMIZING PROFITS 1 tIAYTINE PERIOll
PATA FILE NOU READ IN
TJATAFILE NAtiE (CR = DATA IS COMPLETE) ? 1:.I.EVIA-14-
Type in the name of the data file you wish to add. In this case data
file ELEVIA was typed in.
Now proceed as previously instructed.
DATA FILE
DO YOU WANT tlINNLP
UANT TO CHANGE THE
NAHE (CR = DATA IS CONPLETE) ?
?VITRIX OUTPUT (CR = FliGTLP) ‘?YES
PRflBLE)i IJISCRIPI’ION LINE (CR = NO)








Type in the name of the new LP formatted data file if you want the new
combination data file to be permanent. Otherwise press the (CR).
3. Using A Formatted Data File
If you already have a formatted data file, type in the name of your
formatted data file, step 19 mentioned earlier.
By typing in the name of your formatted data file, steps 20, 21 and 22
will be omitted.
Notice the difference between the original data file and the formatted
data file listed below.-15-
Formatted Data File
new line




Flags the reading procedures
->10000 to expect a formatted file
1 IBfl5100 VERSION ELUATOII PR031.EH;ilAXIHIZING PROFITS




































































































































































each field is 8 characters long









O AVAIL. LAB(IR HOURS
o HAA OVERTIMEH(IURS
Dummy characters
O FEED-B CONTROL TONS to complete the
O FEEO-C CONTROL TONS
read list
requirements-16-
B. Running The Program
1. Options available
Step 23 - The computer responds
NEXT tilNNLPOFITION. (-l = LIFJTOPTIONS) ~
If you wish to see a list of the options available in this program,
type in -1.
The computer will list the options available.
OPTIONS AVAILABLE:
o = CR = EWIOF LINEAR PROGRAti RUN,
1 = READ A(NOTHER) DATA FILE FOR USE,
~ = PRINT ALTERNATIVES $ CONSTRAINTS LIST,
3 = PRINT THE CURRENT PROBLEM tiAfRIX,
4 = MODIFY THE MATRIX (UITH SUB-OPTIONS),
s = BUDGET/CHECK AN ANSUER/SOLUTION,
.4= SOLVE THE CURRENT HATRIX/PROBLEPf,
y = HAKE POST-SOLUTION PRICE/RHS ASSUMPTION CHANGES
2. Brief description of each MINNLP option with examples
NE%T (lX?{NLP IjPTIOr4. [-1 = LIST OF’TIor4S) v
You should type in the number of the option you desire, followed by a
(CR). If you would like to have another list of the options available, type
in -1.-17-
Option @ = CR = end of linear program run
To terminate the program, type a @ or (CR) when the computer asks for
the next MINNLP option.
rWT i’iItWLP OFTION. f-l = LIST 0PTIOr4S) ? 0 (CR)
You are now free to call an old data file, or to create a new data file.
Option 1 = read a(nother) data file for use
Opt~on 1 will allow you to call a new data file to run with the MINNLP
program. This saves you time since you don’t have to rerun the MINNLP
program every time you want to use a new data file.
NEXT HINNLF OF’TION. (-1 q LIST OFTIOriGl ? ! (CR)
The computer will respond:
COtfPUTERDECISION AIDS AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS PROGRM:
EXTENSION FARN tlANAGEllENT MINNESOTA LINEAR PROGRAMING ANALYSIS
AGRI. EXTENSION SERVICE RESULTS FOR: JOHN FARiiER user’s name
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 09-04-80 RURAL HIi’iti. and address
1 IEfH5100 VERSION ELVATOR F’ROBLEII; MAXIMIZING PROFITS 1 JIAY TI\lEPERIOD
title of the current
data file
The computer responds:
UANT TO ItIVERTTHE tlIt4MLP RESULTS (CR = NO) ?
Another yes or no (CR). The computer then asks for the name of the new
data file you wish to use. Type in the name of the new data file.-18-
type in new
IMITAFILE NAME (CR = DATA IS COHPLETE) ? F!JRNLP data file name
followed by (CR)
The computer then
lists the title of the
The computer asks
you want to see a list
to simply choose an option.
tells you the new data file has been read in, and
new data file.
if you want to enter any other data files, and do
of the MINNLP options that are available or to
10010 THE FURNITURE 2X2 PROi3LEh title of the new data file
DATA FILE NOU REA(I1’{
OATA FILE NAtIIE (CR = OATA IS COfiPLETE) 9
Option 2 = yrint alternatives and constraints list
Option 2 will print the heading for each column vector with its
associated Cj value, and the heading for each row vector will be printed
with its associated RHS value. To have the computer print a listing of
the row and column vectors, type a 2 when the computer asks for the next
MINNLP option.






1 IEM 5100 VERSION ELUATOR
AGRICULTURAL ECONOtlICS PWIGRM:
iiINNESOTIt LINEAR PROGRAMING ANAI.YSIS
RESULTS FOR: JOHN FARKR
09-04-80 RURAL HINN,
PROBLEM; tiAXIilIZIN6 PROFITS 1 DAY TIilEPERIOll
PROCESS / ALTERNATIVES ANJJUNIT PRICE/COSTS title of the formatted file
101 CUSTOH GRIND-FIt TONS $ 2.000
102 MIX-GRNDFEED TONS % 3.000
103 PREP8SELFEED-A TONS $ 4.000
104 PREPXSELFEEII-EI TONS $ 8,000
1
column vectors
105 PREP$SELFEED-C TONS $ l~*~OQ with C. values
104 HIRE OVERTIME HOURS 5 -3.000
J
107 HIRE EXrRA-LE HOURS $ -2.000
RESOURCE/C(lNSTRAINTS AND RHS LEVELS
1 llAX-GRt4D CAPACITY TONS “ 120.000
2 tfAX-fIIIXR CAPACITY TONS “ 100.000 1
3 AVAIL. LABOR HOURS “ 3~moi)o
4 HAX OVERTIIIE HOURS “ 8.000
S FEED-B CONTROL TONS “ 15.000 }
row vectors with
RHS values
4 FEED-C CONTROL TONS “ 01
Option 3 = yrint the current problem matrix
Option 3 will print the formatted data file in MINNLP matrix form.
To have the computer prxnt the initial matrix, type a 3 when the computer
asks for the next MINNLP option.
The computer will respond:-20-
COtiPUTERDECISION AIDS AGRICULTURAL ECONOflICS PROGRAM:
EXTENSION FARM HAtlAGEtlENT flINNESOTA LINEAR PROGRAilING ANALYSIS
IIGRI.EXTENSION SERVICE RESULTS FOR: JOHN FARMER
UNIVERSITY OF HINNESOTA 09-04-80 RURAL NINN.
1 IBH 5100 VERSION ELVATOR PROBLEH; HAXIHIZING PROFITS 1 DAY TINE PERIOD
ENTER 3 VALUES; (THE HATRIX HAS 8 COLUMNS)
ENTER (1)-1ST COL. $ LAST COL. TO PRINT + NO OF COLS PER PAGE? 1,8,10
The name and address of the user 1s listed as well as the title of
the data fzle in use.
The computer then asks you to type in 3 numbers separated by a comma
or blank space. The first number you type in should be the number of the
first column of the matrix that you wish to have printed. The second number
you type in should be the number of the last column in the matrix that you
wish to have printed. The third number you type in should be the number of
columns that you want printed per page.
These features allow you to print select portions of the matrix without
having to print the whole matrix. By regulating the number of columns per
page, the MINNLP matrix output can be printed on any size computer terminal
or printer.
Below is an example listing of the initial matrix.
title of the formatted data file
&
1 IBH 5100 VERSION ELVATOR PROELEM; tiAXIHIZING PR(IFITS 1 DAY TINE PERIOD
PROCESS UNIT PRICE COST $
Rou
No. PROCESS (COLUHN) NO.
1 HAX-GRND CAPACITY TONS *
2 liAX-HIXRCAPACITY TONS ~
3 AVAIL. LAIIOR HOURS *
4 nAx OVERTIliE HOURS *
5 FEED-B CONTROL TONS *
b FEEn-C CONTROL TONS *
CUSTOH HIX-GRND PREP8SEL PREP$SEL PREP$SEL HIRE HIRE spECIFED
GRIN1l-Fti FEED FEED-A FEED-B FEED-C OVERTIHE EXTRA-LB RESOURCE
TONS TONS TONS TONS TONS HOURS HOURS Ai’iOUNTS
2.000 3.000 4.000 8.000 12.500 -3.000 -2.000 0
101 102 103 104 105 196 1o~ 1Ofl
1,000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0 0 l~(),(jo()
o 1.000 1.000 1.000 2.000 0 0 100.000
.~()() .300 .500 .600 .700 -1.000 -.500 320000
0 0 0 0 0 1.000 0 8.000
0 0 0 1.000 0 0 0 15.000
0 0 -.500 0 1.000 0 0 0Option 4 ~
-21-
mod~fy the matrix (with sub-options)
your
asks
This option allows you to use the MINNLP program
formatted data file. To use this option, type a
for the next MINNLP option.
NEXT tiIrlNLP OPTION. (-l = LIST OPTIONS) ~
The computer responds with the title of the data
concerning the types of changes to be made.
to make changes in
4 when the computer
4 (CR)
f~le, and a question
1 IIIfi S1OO UERSION ELVAION PROBLEf4; HAXItlI%lNG PROFITS 1 IIAY TINE PERIOD
HIT CR TO CHANGE SItiGLEVALUES; 1 FOR OTHER REVISIONS.
‘?
If you only want to change A.:, RHS or price/cost values in your formatted
‘J
data file, press (CR). The computer will respond:
THE PllICEjCOST llOIJ = b!= 7
USE ACTUAL COLUMN LOCATION
‘~3,8,3(-)
ro$ l-um~value
THE R,H.S. C(ILUIIN =
NUt4BERS; NOT COLUMN
Notice that the price/cost row and the RHS column are numbered. These
row and column values must be used in making each individual matrix change.
To change single values in the formatted data file, simply type the
row number, column number and new value after each question mark that
appears. You can only type one row, column and value set per llne. Press
(CR) after each line has been typed in. When no further changes are desired,
press the carriage return and the computer responds with a series of questions.
IJOYOU UANT TO REPLACE THE fIATAFILE ? YES
110YOU !JANTHINNLP tlATRIX OUTPUT (CR = FHGTLP) ~ YES
(JflllT TO CHANGE THE PROBLEM BISCRIF’TIflN LINE (CR = NO) ?
NAHE OF LP FORllAJEIi DATA FILE (CR = SKIP XT)
? El
?
name of new data file-22-
Type yes (CR) if you want to replace the old data file with the updated
data file (the file containing the changes you have just made).
If you type no (CR) the computer will respond:
NEXT MINNLP OPTION. (-1 = LIST OF’TIOriS) ~
Type yes (CR) if you want your updated data file to be printed m
MINNLP matrix output format.
Type yes (CR) if you want to change the identification sentence or label
of your data file. The computer will respond with a ? after which you should
type the new identification sentence or label and press (CR).
Type no or (CR) if you do not wish to change your label.
The computer is now asking for a new name for your formatted data file.
The orzgmal formatted data file has been changed by the new values that
have just been inputted. This formatted file is a new, separate data file
which must have its own unique file name.
If you press (CR) when the computer asks for the name of the new
data file, the changes you have just made will only be temporary, not
permanent. Once you have called a new data file or have logged off the
computer, only the data file that existed before any changes were made will
remain.
To make other kinds of matrix revisions
When the computer responds:
1 IBH 5100 VERSION ELVATOR PR13BLEi’l; tiAMIllIllNG PROFITS 1 DAY TINE PEI?IOII
HIT CR TO CHANGE SINGLE VALUES; 1 FOR OTHER REVISIONS.
‘?1
Type a 1 instead of a (CR). The computer w1ll respond.
THE PRICE/COST ROU = ti= 7 TiIER.H.$. ~uLUfl~ = d =, a
IJSE ACTUAL COLUMN LOCATION NUHBERS; NOT COLUHN C(IIIE NUMBERS
NEEII/lAf’RIX ACTION IN TRUCTIONS ? YEs-23-
Type no or (CR) if you do not wish to see a listing of the options
available.
Type yes if you want a listing of the options available. The computer
lists the following options:
THE QUERY, NEXT ACTION, REOUIRES ONE OF SEVERAL” RESPONSES;
TYPING THE FIRST THREE LETTERS OF EACH” IJILLSUFFICE
THEY ARE:
INSERT...A ROM OR COLUIININSERTING PROCEIIURE !JHERERESJRED.
DELETE...A ROIJOR COLUflNllELETIONPROCEIIURE UHERE EESIREII.
BOUNU... AN ACTIVITY LEVEL LIttITING PROCEDURE.
SCALE... IIROU OR COLUHN SCALING (OR ROl,J CHANGING) PROCE.OUI?E.
REORDER...A ilATRIXROU OR COLUMN REORDERING PROCEDURE.









This option allows you to insert another row
or column in the original matrix.
This option allows you to delete either a row
or column from the original matrix.
This option allows you to set a maximum or minimum
limlt on the number of times a particular activity
comes into the final solution.
This option allows you to change every coeffic~ent
in a row or column by a constant amount.
This option allows you to rearrange the order of
the columns or rows of the or~ginal matrix.
When the computer responds:
NEXT MATRIX ,QCTJON (Cll=NONE)‘?
Type in the first three letters of the option you wish to use. A few
brief examples are shown below to help explain the proper procedures that
must be used with these options.-24-
First example, deleting a row or column
NEXT tMTRIX ACTION (CR=NONEI 7 ML
DELETE A ROU OR COLUNII ~ Rou
RELET’EIJ ROU NUMBER 7 4
tIELETE(iROU OR COLUMN 7 (CR) = no more
NEXT ilATRIXACTION (CR=NONE) 7 (CR)
DO YOU UANT TO llEPLfiCE THE UPDATEB FILE 7 YES
DC!Y(IUUANT tiIW4LP HATl?IX OUTPUT (CR = FHGTLP} ~ YES
IJANTTO CHANGE THE PROBLEll DISCRIPflON LINE (CR = NO} ‘? (CR)
NAME OF LP FORIMTEII DATA FILE (CR = SKIP 11)
‘~ELEV2<- news separate data file
In this example, one row (row 4) was deleted from the original matrix.
When deleting more than one row or column, remember to keep track of
the rows and columns that have already been deleted. As soon as a row or
column is deleted, the row or column is ~ from the original matrix.
It is very important to count carefully only the remaining rows and
columns in the matrix in order to put a new row or column number on the next
row or column to be deleted.-25-
Second example, Inserting a row or column
NEXT MATRIX ACTION (CR=NONE) ? [NS
NEEKIFURTHER INSERT INSTRUCTIONS 7 YES
[NSERT WILL SHOVE THE INDICATED ROI.J OR COLUi~N” INTO THE TNBICATEIILOCATION
HOUING ALL OTHER ROWS” DOIJNOR COLUMNS TO THE LEFT
CR=lONE IJITHTHIS SECTION
INSERT A ROW\; A COLUtlN\ (OR #CRll) ? ROM
NUHBEF!OF IttSERTEtI ROU must be typed in formatted style,
‘4 I l~,~R~~f~o~~1d8 charac’ers10ng
ENTER 2-8 COL UORUS+ UNITS FOR NEU ROll~ MAX
ENTER COLUMN UALUE PAIRS 1 SET PER LINE AS NEU”ROU 7 6,1
‘?8,[3
?
INSERT A ROU\; A COLUFIN\ (OR #CRH) ‘?
NEXT tiATl?IX ACTION (CR=NONE) 7 (CR)
I@ YOU UANT TO REPLACE THE UF’DATEOFILE 7 YES
110YOU lJAIIT MIHNLP HATRIX OUTPUT (CR = FilGTLP)
.ollmnK A
ij
(CR) = no more
WANT TO CHANGE THE PROBLEtlDISCRIF’TION LINE (CR = MO) ?
I!AHEOF I-PFORtiATETi DATA FILE (CR = SKIP IT)
7 j~l-1~’~~~ ‘- hew, separate data file
In this example, one row (row 4) was inserted into the original matrix.
When inserting more than one row or column , remember to keep track of
the rows and columns that have already been inserted. As soon as the row or
column is inserted, the row or column becomes a part of the orlglnal matrix.
It 1s very Important to count carefully the rows or columns m the original
matrix and also each row or column that has been inserted. By doing this, you
can insert all new rows or columns in their proper location in the matrix.-26-
Third example, bounding an activity labels
NEXT NATRIX ACTION {CR=NONE) v BOU
ENTER A COLUMtiNUMBER FOLLOUED BY THE IIAXIHUH(+) OR
ilIt41HUil(-) QUANTITY LEVEL IT IS TO BE BOUNIIEII OR LINITE.O AT.
‘?’? ~ 3(-)
THE BOUND LABEL NOU REAIJSN(4X-CNTLCUSTOII TONS
IF THIS IS NOT ACCEPTABLE ENTER A NEU (FORtlATEll) ONE. (CR=OK)
‘?
TO ADD ANOTHER C(ILTO THE SAtlEBOUND LIMIT,
INDICATE THE COL (CR=NO)
‘?
BOUND ANOTHER COLUHN AS ABOUE~ (CR=DONE)
ENTER A COLUHN NUtiBERFOI.LOUEDBY THE HAXINUII(+) OR
HINIIIUH(-)i3UANTITYLEVEL IT IS TO BE BOUNDED OR LIMITED AT.
‘?’?
NEX’THATRIX ACTION (CR=NONE) 9
DO YOU WANT TO REPLACE THE UPDATED FILE ? YES
DO YOU lJANT lIIINNLP HATRIX OUTPUT (CR = FHGTLP) ~ YES
WANT TO CHANGE THE PROBLEM DESCRIPTION LINE (CR = NO) 7
NAftEOF LP FORHATED DATA FILE (CR = SKIP IT)
‘?ELEV4
In this example, the activity in column one (max. grinder capacity, tons)
was llmited to 30 tons. By putting an upper bound of 30 tons on column one,
no more than 30 tons of grinder capacity can be used.
Notice how the MINNLP program placed a constraint on the amount of
grinder capacity available in the matr~x listed below. Look at row 7 m
the matrix. Notice the upper llmit of 30 tons of grinder capacity in row 7.-27-
Original matrix with a constraint on the amount of custom grind feed capacity
(row 7)
I lBll5100 VERSION ELVATOR PROBLEM; flAXIMIZItlG PROFITS 1 DAY TIM PERIOD
CIJSTOH MIX-GRHD PREP$SEL PREF’.!SEL PREP8SEL HIRE HIRE SPECIFE5
PROCESS UNIT PRICE COST $
Rou
NO. PROCESS (COLUMN) NO.
1 MAX-GRND CAPACITY TONS *
2 MAX-IIIXR CAPACITY TONS *
3 AVAIL. LA%OR HOURS *
4 M/lx OVERTIME HOURS *
5 FEED-B CONTROL TONS *
6 FEEII-C CONTROL TONS *








































































Fourth example - scaling a row or a column
NEXT HATRIX ACTION (CR=NONE) ~ SCA
NEED FURTHER SCALE INSTRUCTIONS ~ YES
SCALE UILL flULTIPLY THE INDICATED ROIJOR CO1.lJfiN” BY THE DESIRED CONSIANT







INDICATED BY A CR=NO MORE
A COLUHN\ (OR #CR#) T ROU





- SCALE CONSTANT (CR= ROIJSDONE) ~
A COLUHN\ (OR #CRH) 7 (CR) = no more
NEXT HATRIX ACTION (CR=NONE) ~ (CR) = no more
nO YOU UANT TO REPLACE THE UP~ATETJ FILE ‘?YES
DO you UANT MINNLP HATRIX OUTPUT (CR = FHGTLF’) ~ YES
WANT TO CHANGE THE PROBLEH IIISCRIPTIONLINE (CR = NO) ‘?
NAIIEOF LP FORHATEII BATA FILE (CR = SKIP IT)
‘?l;LEl)~~ new, separate data file
In this example, each C,
J
value in row 7 was multiplied by the coefficient
z. This doubled the value of the Cj’s in the process unit price cost row.-29-
Fifth example, reordering a matrix row or column
NEXT NATRIX ACTION (CR=i’10NE) ~ REO
REORDER RO&ISOR COLUNNS: ? COLUMHS
IJHICHONE DO Y(IUlJANTTO HOVE7 2
WHERE 00 YOU IJANTIT (AFTER UHICH ONE) 7 0
I?EORIIER ROIJSOR COL(JHNS: ?
NEXT i’lATRIX ACTION (CR=NONE) ~
DO Y(IUlJANTTO REPLACE THE UPIIATEUFILE 7 YES
DO YOU lJANTIIINNLPHAT’RIXOUTPUT (CR = FHGTI.P) ~ YES
WANT TO CHANGE THE PROBLEM DISCRIPTICIN LINE (CR = NO) ?
NAME OF LP FORHATED IIATAFILE (CR = SK[P IT)
~ ELEW6
In this example, the order of columns 1 and 2 was reversed. NotIce
the example listed below.
The positions of columns 1 and 2 are reversed (compare to matrix on
page 20).
I 18H 5100 VERSION ELUATOR PROIILEM;IIAXIHIZING PROFITS 1 DAY TIME PERIOD
/.Hix~$oti
positions switched - PREPXSEL PREP3SEL PFiEF’8SEL HIHE HIRE SPI:CIFEU
FEED GRIi’ltI-F~ FEED-A FEEII-E FEED-C OVERTIME EXTRA-LB RESOUHCE
TONS TONS TONS TONS TONS HOURS 140URS AMHUriT5
PROCESS UNIT PRICE COST $ 3.000 2.000
Row
NO. PROCESS (COLIJHN)NO. 101 lo~
1 iiAX-GRNBCAPACITY TCINS * 1.000 1SOoo
2 MAX-MIXR CAPACITY TONS * 1.000 0
3 AVAIL. LAEIOR HOURS * .300 .200
4 M;Y OUERTIklE HOURS * o 0
5 FEEII-B CONTROL TONS ~ o 0

















































Option 5 = budget/check an answer/solution
This option allows you to set the desired level of each activity in
the optimal solution. To use this option, type a 5 when the computer asks
for the next MINNLP option.
NEXT MINfiLF’ OPTION. {-! = LIST OPTIOAS) ~ 3 (CR)
The computer asks you to input the process code number and the desired
level of each activity wanted in the solution. Type one value set separted
by a space or comma per line.
INPUT THE PROCESS CODE NUHBER AND l’HII RESIRED LEVEL OF EACH


















The order in which process code numbers and the data (desired level of
each activity) is typed in is unimportant. Erroneous entries may be corrected
by retyping the data line to provide a new process code level.-31-
The budgeted results are listed below.
LCiIIF’UTEll IIECISIUrI AIIIS AGRICULTURAL ECOi10tiIL5 PROGllArl:
EXTErlSIOHFARd iiANAGEtiEflT r!INNESOTA LINEAR F’ROGRAHING ANRLIS12
AGRI. EXTENSION SERVICE RESULTS FOR: JOHN FAfiriER
~N~vERsITy OF HIN~~E$oTA 12-o&-i30 RURAL MlrfN.
PRDCESS/ALTERilATIVES UNIT PRICE/COSTS
i CUSTOtl GRIN1!FIITONS * 2.000
2 MI% GRHIlFEEO TOrlS $ 3.000
3 PREP$SEL FEEIIA TONS $ 4.000
4 PREF’8SEL FEEfiB TOrdS $ 8.000
5 F’REF’$SEL FEEIiC TOrlS $ 12.500
6 HIRE OVEFiTIriE HOURS $ -3.000
7 HIRE EXTRA LB HOURS $ -~loQ~
LEVEL IN EIUUGET
BUIIGETEUF’ROFIT/COST VALUE $ 425.OU
RESOURCE/CONSTRAItiTS ORGINAL LEVELS CALCULATEIl SLACI{REilAIrlIriG
Special note: After the problem/matrix has been solved, option 5 can
be used to check the solution. To do this type a 5 when the computer asks
for the next MINNLP option. Remember, to check the solution, option 6 must
be run first; otherwise option 5 w1ll only budget a solutlon.
NEXT fiINfJLP OF’TION. ~-l = L15T OF’TIOrJS~ ~ 3 (CR)
The computer responds:
LIAINT TO C!-IECK THE SOLIJTION -?‘(l;?-32-
Type yes if you want to check the solution. If you type no, the
computer will let you budget a desired solution without checking the
solution.
If you typed yes, the computer responds:
WANT TO SAVE THE SOLUTION NATRIX 1ST FOR FUTURE USE ? N(J
Type yes if you want to save the solution matrix, type no if you do not.
The computer then responds with a check of the final solution.
COIIPUTER DECISIOti AIDS MRICULTURAL ECONOIIICS PROORMa
EXTENSION F6RH MAlM6EllEllT MINNESOTA LINEAR PR06RAHINQ M4LYSXS
MRI. EXTEMION SERVICE RESULTS FOI?S JOHN FARHER
UNIVERSITY OF tiIMNESOTd 12-17-80 RURAL MM.
PROCESS/ALTERtiATIVES UNIT PRICE/COSTS LEVEL IU BUD6ET
1 CUSTOM SRIND FD TONS $ 2.000 41.250
3 PREP$SEL FEEBA TOUS $ 4.000 42.500
4 PREPMEL FEED D TONS $ 8.000 15.000
5 PREPMEL FEED C TONS $ 12.s00 21.250
6 HIRE OVERTINE HOURS $ -3.000 8.000
? HIRE EXTRilLB MOURS $ -2.000 26.730
EUD8ETED PROFIT/COST VALUE $ 560.43
RESOURCE/CONSTRMNTS OR611ML LEVELS CALCULATED SLACK REMIHIW
1 MX 6RND CAPACITY TOW * 120.000 120.000 0
2 NAX NIXR CAPACITY TOM $ 100.000 100.000 0
3 Wm. LABOR HOURS $ 32.000 32.000 .000
4 lfAX OVERTIME HOURS $ 8.000 8.000 0
5 FEEO B COIITROL TOM * 1s.000 15.000 0
6 FEED C CONTROL TONS * o 0 0
I(E6ATIVE VALUES IM THE LAST COLUHM INDICATE THE BUDGET OR PLAN
DOES MOT ABIDE BY THE SPECIFIED PLAtiLIMITS. POSITIVE VALUES
INDICATE UNUSED RESOURCES OR SLACK IN THE MIX SPECIFICATIONS.
NEXT HINHLP OPTION. (-1 = LIST OPTIONS) ?-33-
Option 6 = solve the current matrix/problem
0ption6 is comprised of four sub-options. To solve the current matrix/
problem, type a 6 when the computer asks for the next MINNLP option.
NEXT MINNLF’OPTION. (-1 = LIST OPTIONS) i b (CR)
The computer then asks if you want to see a list of the sub-options that
are available. To see a list of the sub-options that are available, type
a-1 (CR).
OUTPUT SUB-OPTION (-1 = LIST OPTIOti$’1~-l (CR)
The computer lists the sub-options that are available.
SOLUTION DISPLAY SUB OPTIOtlS;
1 = BISPLAY PLM A IMPUTED VALUE TO RESOURSES,
2 = OPTIOti1 + $ENSITIVITY MMLYSIS,(130 SPACES)?
3 = DISPLAY FINAL MTRXX (MY BE VOLUttINOUS),
4 = DISPLAY 4LL MTRICIES (UOLUNIiilHOUS)
OUTPUT SUB-OPTION (-1 = LIST OPTIONS)?
Sub-option 1 = display plan and inputted value to resources
Sub-option 1 will display the optimal plan for the matrix problem. The
solution will be listed showing the income over direct cash expenses for the
plan, the activities selected and the number of units, the processes not in
solution, the limiting constraints, and the resources not completely used. To
have the computer solve the problem, type a 1 when the computer asks for the
next output sub-option.
The computer will respond:-34-
IIYSTEP5...VARIA8LE IN....VARIABLE OUT OF SOLUTICrr4. .F’R(lFIT VALUE
1( 105) FREF’&SE!-FEEII C ( ~) FEEIlC COr4TROL o
2( 103) PREF~sELFEE~ A ( 3} AVAIL. LABOR 3135.aEL2
3( 106) HIRE OVERTIME ( 4) MAX OVERTIdE 4!53.333
4( 107) HIRE EXTRA Ll ( 2) HAX MIXRCAF’ACITY 47ga5~o
3( 104) F’REPA5ELFEEII E ( 5) FEEO H CJr4TROL 511.125
6( 101) CUSTOM GRINtIF8 ( 1) ilr#X GRNIICAF’ACITY ~~(),~~~
COMPUTER IiECISIOti AItIS AGRICULTURALCCONOIIICS F’ROG13At!:
EXTENSION FARPIriANAGEHENT tiINNE50TA LINEAR F’ROGRAFIIM i+rML?’SJS
4GRI. EXTENS1ON SERVICE RESULTS FOR: JOHN FARrlER
UNIVERSITY OF riItiNESOTh ~~-o~..8# RURAL fiI~~.
10010 00110 IBIIVERSION ELEVATOR F’ROBLErd; riA.AI{lIZIP4G PROFITS 1 O(4YTIMI
INCOME OVER [lIRECTCASH EXPENSES {GROSS MARGIN) = $ 5150.LJ
ACTIVITIES INCLUIIEI1 IN SELECTEIIF’LAr{ ANIIriUHBER 01:Uti.ITS
101 CUSTOM GRINU F8 AT $ 2.000 / TOrlS : 41.250
103 F’REP8SELFEEU A AT $ 4.000 / TONS : 42.500
104 F’REPitSELFEEIl E AT $ 8.000 / TONS : 15.000
105 PREP&SELFEEIt L AT $ 12.500 / TONS 21.2!30 :
t04 HIRE OVERTIME AT $ -3.000 / HOURS : ~*~~lJ
107 HIRE EXTRA LEIAT $ -2.009 / HOURS : ~~,,?~~
ACTIVITIES NOT Ii{CLUIIE1 IN PLAr~Ai’4U LOST IIFFORCING A UNIT Ir4T0THE PLAN
102 MIX GK’NIIFEEIi AT $ 3.000 / TONS $ I.925
LIriITING RESOURCES ANIlVALUE OF MOTHER UNIT OK’GIAAL At10U14T S~ECIrIEIl
1 liAX GRNIrCAF’ACITY TOr4S $ I.200 120.000
2 MAX MIXRCAPACITY TONS $ 2.325 lo,~,f)~o
3 AVAIL. LilIIOR HOURS $ 4.oiro 32.000
4 HAX OVERTIllE HOURS $ j.~ljo 3.000
5 FEEIlIr CONTROL TONS $ 1.875 I!5.000
d FEEIIC CONTROL TOrJS $ 3.450 0
TO bAYE THE FINAL BASIS FOR RERUNS, riAtilI lT:(CR=NU) ‘?-35-
Sub-option 2 = as in option 1 plus sensitivity analysis
Sub-option 2 will show the solution to the problem/matrix (like sub-
option 1) plus a sensitivity analysis
the computer solve the problem




of the optimal solut~on. To have
sensitivity analysis, type a 2 when
sub-option.
\-l = LIST (3PTIOr4S)~ 2 (CR)
The computer responds:
PY S7Z?C. , U. RI:A.E IN. ... JAR IA.. E CLr OF SOL UT IOh.. PRGf IT LMLIJE



















































Sub-option 3 = display final matrix (may be voluminous)
Sub-option 3 will list the steps used in solving the problem. The
final or solution matrix, as generated by the MINNLP program, will then
be d~splayed. To have the computer display the final matrix, type a 3
hen the computer asks for the next output sub-option.
OUTPUT SLI1-OF’TIOr4 ;-i = LIGT OPTIOrK~? 3 (CR)
The computer will respond:
HY s~EPs... VARIABLE IN....U4R[ABLI;OUT (IFSOLUTION..PROFIT VALIIE
HOU MANY COLUHNS PER PAGE(1 TO 10) ? H
00110 113/1 VERSION ELEVATOR PROBLEM; IIAXIHIZING PROFITS 1 DAY TINE PERIOD
MAX GRt4DliIXGRNtIAVAIL. FEED B FEED C l’lAx II(4X tlIXRCURRENT
CAPACITY FEED LFil!OR CONTROL CONTROL OVERTIHE CAPACITY PLAN
TONS TONS HOURS TONS TONS HOURS TONS AHOUNT!3
INPUTED SHATJOUPRICES
~!)u
d~, PROCESS (COLUMN) NO.
101 cusTON GRIND FD TONS
107 HIRE EXTRA LB HOURS
103 PREF8SEL FEED A TONS
1~~ HIRE OVERTIME HOURS
!04 F’REPFiSEL FEED II TONS





























































For sub-option 4 to work properly, it must be chosen and run
before sub-options 1, 2 or 3.
Sub-option 4 will display the initial matrix iteration and all subsequent
iterations until the final iteration IS shown. To have the computer display
all matrices, type a 4 when the computer asks for the next output sub-option. .
OUTPUT SUH-QF’TION (-1 = LIST OF’TIOrl!3)~ 4 (CR)
gets
The example shown here IS a small and very simple matrix. As the matrix
larger and larger, more iterations are needed to solve the problem.
The computer responds:
BY STEPS ...VAR[ABLE IN....VAR[AHLE OUT OF S[lLIJTIO~i. .Pl?Ol:[T VALUE
HOW 14ANYCOLUMNS PER PAGE(I 10 l(l) ? s
10010 THE FURNITURE 2X2 PROBLEM title of the data file
PARSONS AVABLE CURHENT >
TABLES ASSEM13LYPLAN
EACH HOUHS AM(IUNTS




Ho. PROCESS (COLUMN) NO, 101 1 10,3
iteration
102 DEACONS BENCH EACH * .500 ,167 10,000 J
2 AVAILRLE FINISHNG TItiE(HRS* 3.000 -.3,33 l~,()()fl
1( 102) OEAEONS I!ENCH ( 1) AUAPLE A<;SEMBLY 240.000





INPUTEJJSHAUOW PRICES $ 2.467 3.111 2?2.000
Row !
NO. PROCESS (COLUMN) NO. ? ~ 1 103
102 tIEACONS BENCH EACH * -.147 .~~~ !?.000
1
second and
101 PARSONS TABLES EACH * .333 -.111 4.000 final
iteration
2( 101) PARSONS TABLES ( 2) AVA[LBLEF[NJSHNC 2,72.000
final
basis





For this example, a very small matrix was used. With a larger matrix,
number of iterations and matrices displayed could be a large amount.
computer performs the first iteration in the matrix and then displays
matrix. The second iteration is performed and the matrix is displayed.
computer keeps doing this until it reaches the final iteration and
displays the final basis.
Special note: After every sub-option in option 6, the computer asks
if you want to save the final
the final basis (data file) a
you have re-run it, otherwise
file.
Option 7 = make post-solution
basis for re-runs and, if you do, to give
name. Don’t forget to purge this file after
you might confuse it with your original data
price/RHS assumption changes
Caution: Before option 7 can be used, option 6 must be selected to
solve the problem/matrix. Once the problem/matrix has been solved, option 7
can be used.
Option 7 permits you to map the range of a specified price that allows
an activity to come into solution, or to map the range of a constraint/
resource level to determme the point at which a constraint/resource level
becomes limiting, or you can modify several prices and constraints at the
same time.
Usefulness of option 7 - example
Price mapping - as the price level of one of the activities is varied,
“breaking points” are observed. Such points are the price stability bounds
to a particular solution and indicate where the solution will change, i.e.,
where an activity appearing in solution will be replaced by another and the
solution (plan or basis) changes. The new solution will usually differ
from the old both by the change in the two activities and in the level of
other activities appearing m solutlon. The price of the mapping activity
at which the solution changes is denoted as the “breaking price”.
To delineate all possible solutions as the price of the activity
being mapped 1s changed, it is only necessary to determine the solution at
all “breaking prices”. The price mapping feature of this LP code does-39-
thzs, i.e. it determines all “breaking prices” and their associated optimum
solutions as the price changes between some specified price range. In the
price mapping operation, the first step is determination of the optimum
solution at the algebraic lower specified price. For this original solution,
the upper “breaking price” is determined. A second solution at this price is
determmed, which automatically provides the second “breaking price”. These
last two steps are repeated until a “breaking price” is found which is larger
than the upper specified price. At this point the last solution is determined
at the upper specified price instead of the higher breaking price.
The same logic applies to mapping resource/constraint levels and also
when mapping prices and resource/constraint levels at the same time.
To use this option, type a 7 when the computer asks for the next
MINNLP option.
NEAT MINNLP OF’TION.(-l = 1.1S1W’TItlriS) ? 7 (CR)
The computer responds:
1 = RANGE A SPECIFIED PRICE
2 = RAHGE IICONSTRAINT/RESUURCELEVEL
J = HODIFY (SEVERAL) PRICES, CIINSTRAINTSOR BOTH
CR = ALL DONE = RETURN TO HAJOR OPTIONS?
Because the output from option 7 is too volummous to be Ilsted here,
examples w1ll be shown using the correct method to enter data for option 7.
The resulting output lS not listed.
Sub-option 1 = range a specified price
1 = RANGE A SPECIFIED PR.ICE
2 = RANGE A CONSTRAIFiT\RESOU14Cl; LEVEL
3 = MODIFY (SEVERAL) PRICES, CONSTRAINT$ !1!4 BOT!-




A T.INSCRIPTIVE TITLE I.INENGTEINC VARIABLE(S) $ MODII;ICATICIN’3
‘~ MWIW THE IWICE W FEED-A FR@l $0 Ti)‘$15
T
type in descriptive title line
The computer responds:
TYPE (1) THE RANGING VARIABLE CCIDENUPII)IER
THEN (2) THE ALGEBRAICALLY LOUER VALUE (lJI’T14 S’IGN~)
ANII (3) THE UPPER LIfiITOF THE IIESIREl UALIJERANGE
ENTER ALL THREE ITEMS SEPARATED BY A SPACE (IRC(lMiYA
of the activity




proceeds to list the output.
Sub-option 2 = range a constraint/resource level
limit
I = RANGE A SPECIFIE~ PRICE
2 = RANGE A CONSTRAINT/RES(lU13CELEVEL
3 = HOIIIFY(SEVERAL) PRICES, CONSTRAINTS (IR
CR = ALL DONE = RETURN TO tiAJOROPTION?’?2
sub-option 2 selected P
The computer responds:
A DISC171PTlVE TITLE LINE NOTEING VARIABLE(S)




type in a descriptive t~tle llne-41-
The computer responds:
TYPE (1) T14ERANGING VARIABI.E COtIENUMBER
THEN (2) THE ALGEBRAICALLY LOUER VALUE (IJITHS[GN?)
AND (3) THE UPPER LIMIT OF THE IIESIREOVAL\JERANGE
ENTER ALL THREE ITEMS SEPARATED BY A SPACE OR COMMA
“‘‘“”2--———— the row:mb--.=+
‘“\algeb~ai ~—–-~ algebraic
of the constraint/ lower value upper limit
resource level to
be ranged
The computer proceeds to list the output.
Sub-option 3 = modify (several) prices, constraints or both
1 ‘ RANGE i+ SF’ECIFIED FIHICC
~= HAN13EiiCONSTiiAINT/RE5UUf?CELEVEL
3 = rlOIJIFI’ (SEVERAL) PRICES, CONSTRAINTS [I’d B(IT14




J.NF’UT IS (1) A CHANGE UAR19BLE CODE NUHEIER
THEN (2) THE IIESIREII NEU VALUE (UITH SIGN?)
(CR = CODE NO. OF ZERO = NO MORE CHANGES TESIREII)
UANT A VECTOR COIIELISTING FIRST? (CR = NO) ? YES









. OK; NOU ENTER BOTH ITEtiSAS XXX , XX.XX’? 1;2 10!
OK; NOW ENTER BOTH ITEi’4S AS XXX , XX.XX’?2 ~0->new value for table price
acode #
OK; NOU ENTER 130THITEHS AS XXX , XX.XX’?
UANT SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OUTPUT (IPTIUN(CR = NO) 7 YE5
The computer proceeds to list the output.
3. Logging off
When no further options are desired, type a @ when the computer asks
for the next MINNLP option.
To log off the computer, type BYE (CR). The computer will respond as
shown below.
l?YE
4530309 LOG OFF 14.44.42.
ABFA205 SRU 7.897 UNT5.
After the computer stops typing, hang up the phone and turn the power
switch off.-43-
INTERPRETING THE RESULTS
When option 6, sub-option2 IS chosen, the computer lists the optimal
solution and a price sensltlvlty analysis of this solutlon.
The solution and price sensitivity of the optimal plan is listed in
four different tables. A brief discussionof each of the four tables is
shown below.
Table 1
PRICE SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 01-THI:~F’TIf?UM PLAN
Cl][ SELECTEIt l.. E(J EL lJNi T L(JMl:5~ !.ItiIi iJt,
No,
‘{[ ;T L[H.ITING
ALTERNATIVES DtlAMOUNT F’RIEE PRICE lj~~~&~~~ ,( ., UAR[ABLE
Selected Alternatives - alternative in solution, and unit.
Level Or Amount - number of units of alternative in optimal solution.
Unit Price - price or (cost) per one unit.
Lowest Przce - lowest price or h~ghest cost of a un~t of the alternative,
before the optimal plan changes.
Limiting Variable -
Highest Price - the
The resource restricting the level of the alternative, or
the activity that will enter the plan if the price of the
selected alternative falls below the lowest price.
highest price or lowest cost of a unit of the alternative
before the optimal plan changes.
Limiting Variable - the resource restricting the level of the selected
alternative, or the alternative that will leave the plan




























SENSITIVITY OF PLAN TO REJECTED ALTERNATIVES.
COL. ALTERNATIVES COST (JF UNIT LOIJER BOUND















Alternatives Not Selected - alternatives that were not selected.
Cost Of Inclusion - loss incurred by forcing into solution (RMC).
Unit Price - per unit price of the rejected alternative.
Lower Limit - below this level, the cost of including this alternative in
the optimal plan (MC) would decrease.
Bound Variable - the alternative or resource that determines the lower
limit in the plan.
Upper Limit - number of times you could force this alternative or resource
Into solution and only lose the original RMC amount.
Bound Variable - this variable puts a constraint on how high the upper limit
can go before you would incur a greater loss each time you







RESOURCE SENSITIVITY RANGE AROUNII ORIGINAL VALUES.
Roil LIlllTING RESIIIUAL ORGINAL I.OUER Eioulltl IJF’F’ER BOL!NII
No. RESOURCES llARGINALVALUE AfltIUNT LIMIT VARIABLE LIMIT VARJAfJLE
Limiting Resources - limiting resource In the optimal plan.
Residual Marginal Value - value you would be willing to pay Eor one more
unit of this resource.
Original Amount - original amount.
Lower Limit - the lowest resource level before the residual marginal value
product would Increase.
Bound Variable - at the lowest resource level, the alternative or resource
that WX1l leave the plan.
Upper Limit - the amount where the Ilmiting resource is no longer a constraint,
another resource becomes the limiting factor.
Bound Variable - at the upper limit, this alternative or resource will leave
the plan, and another alternative or resource will come into
solution.
Additional Cormnents
The value in the column entitled “low price” 1s the price or cost
the alternative can drop to without affecting the optimal plan. The value
in the column entitled “high price” is the price or costan alternative can
Increase to w~thout affecting the optimal plan. The difference between
these two values IS called the “range”. If the price or cost of an alterna-
tive changes and falls outside the “range”, then a new optunal farm plan
results. Changes can occur in prices within the “range” a~ldthe chosen
farm plan is still the best.
If the range M very wide the optimal plan is “stable”; that is,
the prxce or cost of an alternative could change drastically and the plan
would still be the best.If the range is very narrow, the optimal plan is “unstable”; that is,
only a small change would be needed for a new optimal plan.
The price range given for each of the selected alternatives is valid
only if all other prices remain unchanged.
This range can be very useful for your “peace of mind”. If the range
is wide, this would mean that even if your estimate of the cost or price of
an alternative changes drastically, the plan is still the best.
Note To Potential Adopters Of MINNLP
MINNLP is a public good. It is available for transfer to other computer
systems for a fee sufficient to cover the cost of transfer. No guarantees
covering maintenance, enhancement or errors in use are made. The recipient is
expected to share any modifications made or errors found with the author.
A technical appendix to this paper exists to aid in the process of
installation on other hardware.